The results of an extended series of high-precision variational calculations for all states of helium up to n =10 and L=7 (excluding S states above n =2) are presented. Convergence of the nonrelativistic eigenvalues ranges from five parts in 10" for the 2P states to four parts in 10' for the 10K states. Relativistic and quantum electrodynamic corrections of order a, a, cz p/M, a (p/M), and a p/M are included and the required matrix elements listed for each state. For the 1s2p PJ states, the lowest-order spindependent matrix elements of the Breit interaction are determined to an accuracy of three parts in 10, which, together with higher-order corrections, would be sufficient to allow an improved measurement of the fine-structure constant. Methods of asymptotic analysis are extended to provide improved precision for the relativistic and relativistic-recoil corrections. A comparison with the variational results for the high-angular-momentum states shows that the "standard-atomic-theory" and "long-range-interaction" pictures discussed by Hessels et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 2765] come into agreement, thereby resolving what appeared to be a discrepancy. The comparison shows that the asymptotic expansions for the total energies are accurate to better than +100 Hz for L & 7, and results are presented for the 9L, 10L, and 10M states (i.e. , angular momentum L=8 and 9). Significant discrepancies with experiment persist for transitions among the n=10 states, which cannot be easily accommodated by supposed higher-order corrections or additional terms. Finally, the asymptotic analysis indicates that a revision to the quantum-defect method is required for the analysis of high-precision data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition frequencies among the n =10 manifold of states of helium have recently attracted much attention because of the high precision that has been achieved, both experimentally [1, 2] and theoretically [3 -6] . A comparison between the two appears to show welldefined systematic discrepancies that are much larger than the estimated uncertainties in either. A unique feature of the comparison is that the precision is sufficient to be sensitive to quantum electrodynamic (QED) efFects of both the Lamb shift [3 -6] and long-range Casimir-Polder-retardation types [7 -12] . The latter arises (in lowest order) from corrections to short-range approximations made in the usual form of the retarded Breit electron-electron interaction [13] . The result is a i'orm appropriate for low-lying states in the following sense.
For a Rydberg electron with radial coordinate x in the range ao«x &ao/a, the retardation terms are proportional to e a ao/x; but for x ))ao/a, the power-law dependence changes to e o.ao/x . The change in powerlaw dependence is a unique signature of Casimir effects in their many forms [12] ,but no precise confirmation yet exists. Since the effect can now, in principle, be detected as a residual energy shift in the Rydberg states of helium, it is essential to verify that all other aspects of the theory are correct and under good numerical control.
The experiment of Hessels et al. [1, 2] referred to above consists of measuring the frequencies for the sequence of transitions 10F-10G, 10G-10H, . . . , 10I(-10I. . For these transitions, there are two very different theoretical approaches with overlapping ranges of validity, which can be checked against each other. A demonstrated agreement between the two would provide a strong confirmation of both, assuming of course that the underlying formulation of quantum electrodynamics is correct.
In historical order, the asymptotic-expansion (AE) method [14 -21] , valid for high angular momentum L, regards the Rydberg electron as moving in the field of a polarizable core consisting of the inner 1s electron and the nucleus with charge Z. This gives rise to an asymptotic expansion for the effective nonrelativistic potential experienced by the Rydberg electron of the form
together with corresponding asymptotic expansions for the relativistic and other higher-order corrections. Here,
x is the radial coordinate for the Rydberg electron, Z -1 is the screened nuclear charge, a, is the dipole polarizability of the core, a2 is the quadrupole polarizability, and /3, is a nonadiabatic correction to the dipole term. This method has been developed to a high degree of refinement by Drachman [18 -21] , with the terms in (1) now being known in their entirety up to x ' [21] . The major limitation of (1) is that the series is an asymptotic one which eventually diverges and so must be terminated after a finite number of terms, depending on the value of L. Its great virtue is that the results are entirely analytic 46 2378 1992 The American Physical Society and cover all high-L states. The second method, valid for both lowand high-L states, consists of finding high-precision variational solutions to the complete nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation, using correlated basis sets [22 -24, 6] . The relativistic corrections are then determined directly from matrix elements of the Breit interaction, including finite nuclear mass, anomalous magnetic moment, and Lamb-shift corrections. In their presentation of experimental data, Hessels et al. [1] and Lundeen [2] refer to this approach as "standard atomic theory" (SAT). They also introduce a hybrid "long-range-interaction" (LRI) picture in which the nonrelativistic variational eigenvalues are used, together with the AE results for the relativistic corrections and an approximate version of the Lamb shift. A slight additional complication is that the LRI results also contain the retardation terms and their modifications due to the Casimir-Polder effect [9 -11] . However, the shortrange form of the retardation terms is already included in SAT. If the small residual Casimir-Polder modifications, denoted by Au and Mesa [11] as 6 V, "",are added to SAT, then one would expect it to come into agreement with LRI, at least in the asymptotic limit of high L. The results presented by Hessels et al. [1] indicate that they do not agree, with differences of the same order of magnitude as hV, ", , itself. Since the primary purpose of their experiment is to observe the effects of 5 V, "",it is essential to resolve this theoretical discrepancy. An important result of this paper is to show that if higher-order terms in the asymptotic expansion for the relativistic corrections are included in LRI, and the same expression for the Lamb-shift terms is used, then SAT and LRI come into close agreement for high L. What is left is a much larger discrepancy between both theories and experiment for the transition frequencies. However, the main purpose of this paper is to present a detailed listing and asymptotic analysis of high-precision variational calculations to supplement the results already given in Ref. [5] . Except for details of the variational calculations described there and in previous work [22 -24] , the present paper is reasonably self-contained. In Sec. II, the basic theory of asymptotic expansions is reviewed, and contributions to the nonrelativistic energy discussed.
Section III first discusses the relativistic terms of relative order a Z, and their finite-nuclear-mass (relativisticrecoil) corrections of order a Z p/M; and then extends the asymptotic expansion for these terms to higher order in 1/X. Section IV compares the AE results with the variationally determined matrix elements. This section presents a complete tabulation of the necessary matrix elements for all states up to n =10 and 1 & L~7, together with the 1s2s 'S and S states. A comparison with the AE results for the total energies clearly shows that there is no fundamental difference between SAT and LRI. For low L, the differences are due entirely to the lack of convergence in the asymptotic expansions. Section V presents a brief update of the comparison with experiment, especially for transitions among the n =10 states.
Section VI describes an important modification that should be made to the quantum-defect method due to terms quadratic in the reduced mass ratio y =p/M. Fi-nally, Sec. VII summarizes the results and presents conclusions.
II. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION THEORY Ze 2 R, -R,~~R, -R,w here Ro is the position vector of the nucleus of mass M, and R& and R2 are the position vectors of the two electrons of mass m. The standard transformation to centerof-mass and relative coordinates [25] generates a masspolarization term of the form -(p/M)V, V2, where p=mM/(m+M) is the reduced mass. This could be treated by perturbation theory; but as pointed out by Drachman [20, 21] , it is simpler to use instead Jacobi coordinates defined by r =(Ri -Ro)/a", x=A[R2 -Roy(R, -Ro)]/a", X = A [Ro+y (R, + R2 -Ro) ]/a", where (4) (5) y=p/M, A=1/(1y ), (6) and a"=(m/p)ao is the reduced Bohr radius. The derivatives in (2) transform according to Vx =a"'(V"-AyV"+AyVx), Vg =a"'(AV"+AyVx), Vx =a"'[V"+A(1y)(V"-Vx)] .
Since X is an ignorable coordinate, the Hamiltonian be- The aim of this section is to review asymptoticexpansion theory and the contributions to the nonrelativistic energy, including new terms recently derived by Drachman [21] . Since the effects of mass polarization on both the nonrelativistic energy and the relativistic corrections can be obtained in parallel with little extra effort, these will also be included in both this section and the next.
The basic starting point is the three-particle nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation subtracting the term -A(Z -1)/x gives the screened hydrogenic form for h, +Ah", leaving a perturbation V(r, x) which becomes asymptotically small. Equation (7) immediately implies that the screened hydrogenic energies for a lsnL configuration are [20) E() = -Z /2 -A(Z -1) /(2n ) . This differs from they =0 case by It is then a simple matter to incorporate the effects of finite mass as follows. Each coefficient in the asymptotic potential (1) is multiplied by combinations of C( factors according to the combinations of multipolarities that contribute. For example, the 2-pole polarizability a& is quadratic in C&, and so is replaced by C& nl. The same is true of P(. Provided that p/M is small, the C( factors can be expanded according to bEM()= -(A -1)(Z -1) /(2n ) = -(y +y )(Z -1) /(2n ), (10) C, =1+(Z -1)y+2y + C2=1 -2y+(4 -Z)y + (13) 'I V(r, x)=g C( -P&(r x) (12) which gives in a trivial way the leading term in the second-order mass-polarization correction. Equation (7) has the important advantage that there is no "mass-polarization" term in the kinetic-energy part, but at the expense of making the potential more complicated. This is not a disadvantage for the polarization model because the inultipole expansion of V(r, x) still has the simple form [20] C3=1 -3y+7y + C4=1 -4y+ 1ly + Thus, for example, the leading terma, (x )"i /2 in the asymptotic potential (1) becomesa, C, (x )"L /2
The differencea, (C, -1)(x )"I /2, together with Eq.
(10), are the leading terms in the mass-polarization correction to the energy. The expansions in (13) allow the firstand second-order contributions to the corresponding mass-polarization energy coefficients c. M and to be separated. Terms of order (x )"L and (x ' ) "j have recently been evaluated by Drachman [21] , and additional nonadiabatic corrections by Drake [26) . Combining these and separating the mass dependence, the result is EM = -(Z -1)a((x )"L +[2a2+6(Z -1)f3(](x )"L+[(Z -2)5+ -", (Z -1) y](x )"L + [3as -30p2+2(Z -1)(a)f3,e) -72(Z -1)y[1+L(L+1)/10]I(x ) "I +-, 'c9" (x ) "L +-,'cIO'(x ' )"I +4(Z -1)e2'0" +2[(Z -3) -12(Z -1)p)/a2]e(2'0 ',
where e(j) -) , (2 g 
Eq. (13) . The final result is c'"=-Z ' (""+""'(Z -1)+"'"'(Z -1)2] C9 4 &4 252 is a second-order adiabatic polarization energy in which (()((' satisfies a first-order hydrogenic perturbation equation for the Rydberg electron with -1/(2x') as the perturbation. Closed-form analytic expressions are known for e2"0" and e(2'o ' [27, 28] , and numerical values are tabulated by Drachman [19, 21] . Numerical values for the quantities a;,P;, y, 6, and e in Eqs. (14) and (15) are listed by Drachman [18] , and by Drake and Swainson [27] . 
Detailed numerical comparisons with variational calculations for the Rydberg states of helium will be discussed in Sec. IVA. Note that y cM' eventually becomes larger than yE~' because of the n term in (15) . However, this does not indicate poor convergence, it merely indicates an even-odd alternation in the magnitudes of the terms.
III. RELATIVISTIC CORRECTIONS

A. Standard formulation
This section reviews the standard formulation for the Breit interaction operators and their finite-mass corrections, expressed in terms of conventional coordinates r, and r2 for the positions of the two electrons relative to the nucleus.
Starting from the Dirac Hamiltonian summed over particles, and the Breit interaction summed over all pairwise interactions, the terms in the center-ofmass frame are [25, 29] (in units of e /a") '3 (20) 
M, = --mx 8 [25] . The terms are written out in detail because the origin of all the finite-mass corrections is not evident from the derivation of Bethe and Salpeter. For purposes of numerical calculation, it is usual to transform together the two terms H, +H4 to a form in which the singular matrix elements (4, V", 4)+(%,Vz%) 2 +2(yp . p )' -S 5»') +a r» [Z(5(r, )) -(6(r,z)) ], (28) where I are replaced by the less singular form (Vz%, Vf%) [25, 30] .
With the use of arguments similar to those of Bethe and Salpeter [25] , the result for the finite-nuclear-mass case is [5, 24] 3 a (H& +H4 ) = -+ ( 2f -4yf p&. pz f=E -V = E +Z /r1 +Z /r 2 -1/r12 .
The -4yfp, . pz+2(yp, pz) terms are additional contributions which do not appear in standard treatments. Only the first part linear in y is included in the variational results presented previously [3 -5, 22 -24] . The very small correction of order a y from the second part is further discussed in Sec. IV B in terms of its asymptotic expansion.
To facilitate a systematic presentation of the results, the terms 0, to H4 and M2 to M6 are now separated into terms of lowest order a, relativistic reduced-mass corrections of order a y, and anomalous magneticmoment corrections of order a . Collecting terms of similar type, the lowest-order Pauli form of the Breit interaction is =1ny m (40) in Eqs. (20) - (27) , the results are
where, from (23) and (24) 
Notice that the term -2yB3 z that would otherwise appear in Eq. (43) cancels with similar terms that would otherwise appear in the definition of b, 3, i.e. , (r, Xp, ) s, and (rzXpz) sz terms. (b, 3 corresponds to b, , of Stone [29] and our previous work. The notation has been changed to emphasize the connection with B3.) The total relativistic-recoil correction due to the explicit reducedmass dependence of the Breit interaction is (49) B6= --', 7ra 5(r12)s, sz, (37) all in units of e /a", and expectation values are assumed with respect to %' "satisfying the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation for infinite nuclear mass. B& vanishes for singlet states because the operator can be written as the tensor product of orbital and spin parts of rank two. Because of the 5(r, z) factor, B6 only contributes for singlet states, where
The above correction reduces to a well-known result in the one-electron case. In this limit, 63 does not contribute and A2 reduces to 
HI, =a y -V + (V +V")+ , 'ZV (r ') -. (51) 3 4 Z +era &Zfi(r, )+6(r,z) ), (39) In summary, the lowest-order relativistic correction is SE""=&B, &+ &B, &+ &B, &+ &B, & As shown by Bethe and Salpeter [25] (see Eq. 42. '7, p. 195) , the expectation value of Hb reduces to the oneelectron relativistic reduced-mass shift 2 Zcx y IENR I, (52) (a'S'l83", laS) =-4y, 5s s. (a'S'l83, laS &, 
The last term is the y =p/M correction in (28) for i = l. 
Consider first the spin-independent parts of the Breit interaction. As discussed, for example, by Drachman [19] and Drake [5] , the asymptotic limit for (8&+B~) is [19] , with a, =9/(2Z ), a, ", =14/(3Z4), az ", =879/(40Z6), and P, ", =2063/(288Z ). The last is the nonadiabatic correction to cz1"1 recently obtained by Hessels [32] . The term AB, (P, ) defined by (65) represents the correction to the lowest-order matrix elementa (p )"L /8 due to the perturbing effect of the -a&/(2x ) polarization potential on the Rydberg electron [5] . Thus P, satisfies the perturbation equation Vo= -(Z -1)/x, Eo= -(Z -1) /(2n ), V, =a, /(2x ), E, =a, (x )/2. This equation can be solved analytically as a Anite power-series expansion for an arbitrary nL state, as discussed by Drake and Swainson [27] 
For arbitrary Z and a"bB,(P, ) scales in proportion to a, (Z -1) .
A general formula for the integrals involving P, in the first term of (69) can be derived by applications of the Dalgarno interchange theorem as follows. The integral involving x ' can be obtained by considering an equation parallel to (66) with the perturbation being a change in the nuclear charge. If Z~Z+ e, then, up to first order in
The integral containing x can be obtained in a completely analogous way by considering the perturbation re- The one additional subtlety in evaluating the above derivative with respect to L arises from the fact that n and L are connected by the equation n = N+ L + 1, where N is the fixed number of nodes, in order to preserve the boundary condition at infinity for Po. Thus n must change in step with L such that dn /dL = 1. Otherwise, the integral is no longer defined. The above integrals have been checked numerically. Collecting results and using j (2L +3) where f, =L(L+1)and fz =(L -1)L(L+1)(L+2),the final result is bB, (P, }= -, 'a a, , 3 (
Except for the additional b, B,(P, ) and P, ", contributions, Eq. (62) corresponds to the spin-independent relativistic corrections discussed by Drachman [19] . A comparison with variational calculations is given in the following section.
Drachman [21] has obtained the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of (B~) by a direct perturbation calculation, in agreement with the limit deduced from variational calculations [3, 4] . Higher-order extensions have recently been obtained by Hessels The operator 82 scales nominally as Z with nuclear charge [see Eq. (31)], but the leading term in a Z ' expansion of (B2 ) vanishes exactly, resulting in the overall (Z -1) /Z =Z scaling of (77) due to correlation effects. Aside from the nonrelativistic energy, the differences between the leftand right-hand sides of (62) and (77) are the dominant sources of error in the asymptotic-expansion method. The difFerences are not fundamental, they merely represent the degree of convergence of the asymptotic expansion.
Relativistic-recoil corrections
The asymptotic expansion corresponding to the relativistic-recoil terms represented by Eq. (55) can be obtained in a fairly simple way by transforming to Jacobi coordinates. Starting from Eqs. (20) and (22) , and keeping terms up to order (ay ), the operators HI and H4 in Jacobi coordinates are 
where the first term is the relativistic energy for the 1s electron, the second term is the relativistic polarizability discussed by Drachman [19] ,and the third term contains the relativistic quadrupole polarizability and nonadiabatic corrections. Since the transformation to Jacobi coordinates changes a& ", in the same way as a, (i.e. , by a factor of C,), the mass-polarization correction is 
where V, =r cos(r x)/x is the dipole term in Eq. (11), E"= -Z /(2n' ), and e"= -(Z -1) /(2n ). The sums over intermediate states can be efficiently evaluated using the method of Dalgarno and Lewis [33] (see also Drachman [18, 19, 21] ). To this end, we define an operator GI ' by V,~ls) =[h",[h",G', ']]~ls) .
Substituting (88) into (87) gives a factor of (Et, -E",) G', ' in the numerator which cancels the cor-responding factor in the denominator, and the sums can be completed by closure. Commuting (he") to the right then yields (T, ")"", =2(lsnL~GI"[h", T, ]~isnL& .
The solution to (88) is
It is necessary to include the terms of order (ay ) because the leading 1/n term is in fact the dominant contribution for Rydberg states down as far as 4F. All other terms decrease as 1/n . The asymptotic limits for the spin-independent recoil terms are r x 11+ 11 Z + 1(Z )2 r and the commutator in (89) is
is the expectation value of in agreement with the recent discussion of these terms from quite a different point of view by Au, Feinberg, and Sucher [34] . Note that (82 ) asymptotically becomes much larger than (82) [see Eq. (94)], even though the former contains an extra factor of y. This is because (Bz ) does not vanish in a one-electron approximation, while (Bz) does.
The asymptotic expansion for the matrix element of the 5 function is known to be [35] n(5(r, )) =Z'l2 -, (x 
This is useful in calculating QED corrections, as well as matrix elements of the Breit interaction. The polarization corrections to (Bz ) and (b, z) of order (x )"I have not been derived, but the variational results for helium are well represented by
The Z scaling of the coefficient", , ' in (100) has the form 
(102)
The first two terms are the one-electron relativistic reduced-mass shifts expected from Eq. (52) , with the second term coming from the combination y [ -3h, (nL ) +(Z -1 )h 2 (nL ) ]. The remaining terms proportional to (x )"L come from a, ", , (5(r, )), 82, Bx2, and b, z, respectively. This, together with (93), gives the total spin-independent part of the relativistic-recoil shift. For I.~4, the asymptotic expansions are at least as accurate as the variational calculations.
Spin-dependent terms
Turning now to the spin-dependent terms, the matrix elements ( 83 ), ( b, 3 ), and ( 8 5 ) can all be simply expressed to high accuracy in terms of the single matrix element (x )"I [36] given by I the results for the diagonal matrix elements are (nL 'LJ~8 3, z~n L LJ )~ZT I (J) (nL 'L,~B "~nI. 'I. , ) -3T",(J),
The off-diagonal matrix elements are
The complete matrix elements, including the reducedmass and anomalous-magnetic-moment corrections from Eqs. (49) and (61), are thus (nL LJ~83+85+83 +B~+83 +85 +63+83"+85"~nL Lz)
in units of e /a", with y, =u/2m -0.328 48(a/m. ) . It is interesting that the Z dependence of the relativistic-recoil plus reduced-mass terms cancels in the asymptotic limit.
The above matrix elements of 83 z 83, and B5 follow in a simple way from the asymptotic forms of the operators themselves. Concerning h3, its matrix elements seem surprising at first sight because the expectation values of r, Xp2 and rzXp, [see Eq. (48) ] vanish in any one-electron approximation. However, nonvanishing contributions proportional to T"t (J) come from first-order polarization corrections to the wave functions, as can be shown by a direct perturbation calculation (see the Appendix). Since the matrix elements vanish in lowest order, the Z scaling of ( h3) is one power of Z lower than the nominal Z scaling indicated by Eq. (48) . Furthermore, a transformation to Jacobi coordinates shows that in the asymptotic limit, h3~-283 z (see the Appendix).
This establishes the correct Z scaling of B 3 z and ties together the relative signs of the off-diagonal matrix elements. A comparison with the derivation of Au, Feinberg, and Sucher [34] is not meaningful for this case because their effective two-body formalism does not contain a complete representation of the spin-dependent interactions. The derivation of Hessels et al. [36] corresponds to replacing h3 and B3 by A3=A3+2yB3 z and B3 =B3 -2yB3 z which restores the terms that were canceled in deriving h3 [see the discussion following Eq. (48)], and then neglecting the contributions from b, 3, B3 z and B3, . The neglected terms sum to zero (asymp-totically) for the off-diagonal matrix element.
For completeness, the finite-mass corrections to the anomalous-magnetic-moment terms can be extracted directly from Eqs. (25) - (27) . They are -2y, y(B3,z+ 3~ssB, 3 +2B, )+y, (2B3,z+ 3~s, sB3 +h3+2B) ) -2y, y[Z -2+4SI (J)]T"z(J) for S=S'=1,
The only term not included so far in the asymptotic expansions is the term proportional to m (5(r,z) ) in Eq. (39) . In a simple screening approximation, with R"I (r, Z ) the hydrogenic radial wave function for nuclear charge Z, the matrix element is given bỹ
and so decreases exponentially with L. However, the above is asymptotically larger than the actual variational matrix elements (see Sec. IV) by approximately a factor of 4 for helium. As a function of Z, the required asymptotic correction factor is approximately
IV. COMPARISON WITH VARIATIONAL CALCULATIONS
A comparison of the asymptotic expansions with matrix elements obtained from high-precision variational wave functions serves two purposes. First, for low to moderate L, it allows a precise assessment of the accuracy of the truncated asymptotic expansions. Second, for high L, the comparison should be regarded instead as a test of the variational results. Since the rate of convergence of the asymptotic expansions rapidly improves with increasing L, the expansions eventually exceed the accuracy of the variational matrix elements. Tables I and II summarize the nonrelativistic energies for infinite nuclear mass, together with the firstand second-order mass-polarization corrections. This and the subsequent tables include the 2S states and all higher-L states up to n = 10 and L = 7. As an example of the spectroscopic notation, 2P means 1s2p 'P or P. A full dis-With g(Z) included, the above reproduces the variational calculations to within 18%%uo for L &4. For the low-L states of helium, the correction factors are 2.07g(Z), 1.58g(Z), 1.32g(Z), 1. 18g(Z), and 1.08g(Z), respectively, for L =1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, with little dependence on n.
A. Nonrelativistic energies
That g(Z) is substantially smaller than unity indicates that correlation effects and the "Coulomb hole" [37] about the point r, 2=0 continue to play an important role, even in the asymptotic limit.
cussion of the double basis-set variational methods and convergence studies for each state can be found in Ref. [5] , together with comparisons with previous work. Detailed comparisons with the asymptotic expansions for the nonrelativistic energies have been presented previously [4, 21] and will not be repeated here. However, comparisons with the asymptotic expansions for the firstand second-order mass-polarization corrections ( [21] terms of order {x } "L and (x ' )"L shown in Eq. (14) . As recommended by him, the quantity added is -, '(c9 {x } L +c &0 (x ) L, ) with + -, '(c9" {x )"I+c", 0'(x ' }"I) regarded as the uncertainty. These terms improve the agreement with the variational results by about one significant figure. In every case, the actual differences are close to the uncertainty estimate for the asymptotic expansion.
As discussed above, the comparison for Z~'(y) in Table   IV provides instead a test of the variational results. For L )3, the asymptotic expansion (15) 
becomes the more accurate of the two. The differences are in reasonably good accord with the accuracies estimated from the apparent convergence of the variational calculations [5] . At present levels of accuracy, terms beyond (x }"L in the asymptotic expansion are not necessary, although they are known [26] and are included TABLE I. Nonrelativistic variational energies E"= -2 -1/(2n )+DE" for infinite nuclear mass, and firstand second-order mass-polarization coefficients c~' and c~' for the singlet states of helium (in units of 10 a.u.). -0.010 1(4) -0.005 7(3) -0.003 5(2) -0.002 3(1) -0.001 55(9) -0.001 10(7} -0.000 81(5) -0.001 403 7(9} -0.000 898(1) o.ooo 597 s(s) -0.000 414 6(6) -0.000 297 9(5) -0.000 220 7(4) -0.000 290 348(3) -0.000 201 098(3) -0.000 142 650(3) -0.000 104 003(3) -0.000 077 807(2) -0.000 077 775 54(3) -0.000 056 935 94(5) -0.000 042 313 67(5) -0.000 032 059 00(5) -0.000 025 111332(1) -0.000 019 151 621(2) -0.000 014 751 390 (2) Difference -0.01 (6) -0. 01(3) -0. 00(2) -0. 00(1) -0.002(8) -0.001(5) -0.001(4) -0.001 (3) 0.000 3(4) 0.000 2(3) 0.000 1(2) 0.000 l(1) 0.000 06(9) 0.000 04 (7) 0.000 03 (5) -0.000 000 5(9) -0.000 000(1) o.ooo ooo 4(s) -0.000 000 2(6) -0.000 000 2(5) -0.000 000 2 (4) 0.000 000 001(2) 0.000 000 001(3) 0.000 000 001(3) 0.000 000 001 (3) 0.000 000 001(2) 0.000 000 000 02(3) 0.000 000 000 03 (5) 0.000 000 000 06 (8) 0.000 000 000 0(3) 0.000 000 000 001(1) 0.000 000 000 002 (2) -0.000 000 000 021 (7) Q= lim (r|2 (a)+4m(y+Ina)5(r&2) },
For the F states, there is severe cancellation between the positive terms of order a y and the negative terms of order a y in Eq. (93). For higher L, the latter terms become dominant, which explains the changes in sign evident in Table XI Table VII ).
The Q term is well approximated by its asymptotic expansion where y is Euler's constant and a is the radius of a sphere centered at r, 2 =0 which is excluded from the integration over r, z. This is required in the calculation of the Araki-Sucher electron-electron QED contribution to the energy given by [38, 39] 0.000 003 1 (2) 0.000 000 04(2} 0.000 000 08(4} -0.000 000 1(2) -0.000 000(1) -0.000 000 01(1) -0.000 000 00 (1) 0.000 000 which is the short-range form of the asymptotic expansion for the retardation terms [9 -11 ] (see Ref. [5] for a full discussion). The leading term is related to (B2& through Eq. (77). -0.038 430 865(5) -0.034 122 104(1) -0.020 034 700 (6) 1.11852 (6) 472.540 5(2) 85.5$2 9(5) 28 .445 (2) (1) 0.015 3?(2) 0.010 08(2) 0.005 41(2) 0.004 23(2) 0.002 88(1) 0.001 g8 (2) 0.000 700 T(6) 0.000 313 0 (7) 0.000 062(5) -0.000 004(1) -0.000 175 3(5} -0.001 $01? (6) -0.001 272 08 (5) -0.001 040 26 (5) -0.000 884 5 (3) -0.001 753 08(2) -0.001407 04 (2) -0.001 15(2) (2) 0.034 (6) for J=L+1, and SL(J) is given by Eq. (105) . The offdiagonal matrix elements n LLn 'LL are also tabulated. It is evident from the tables that the asymptotic limits contained in Eqs. (106}and (107}are satisfied. For all the above terms, the corrections to the leading asymptotic values given in Eqs. (106) and (107) arise from short-range effects involving overlap integrals with the inner Is electron [36, 40] , rather than long-range polarization terms proportional to (x }"I . Since the shortrange effects decrease exponentially with L, the leading asymptotic term alone rapidly improves in accuracy as illustrated previously for the n =10 states of helium (see 0.000 000 013 71(1) 0.000 000 018 886(4) 0.000 000 018 91(3) 0.000 000 017 00 (9) 0.000 000 014 481 (8) 0.000 000 000 0093(2) 0.000 000 000 0152(4) 0.000 000 000 0174(4) 0.000 000 000 0174(4) -0.000 128 3(2} -0.000 15(3} -0.000 2(1) -0.000 091 64(1} -0.000 064 (2) -o.ooo o46 (5) -0.000 000 1864(1) -0.000 000 07(8) -0.000 000 2(5) -0.000 000 139(1) -0.000 000 1(2) -0.000 000 0003(2) -0.000 000 0010(7) -0.000 000 0008(3} 0.000 000 000(3} Table 19 of Ref. [5] ). As a consequence, high accuracy can be expected from multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock calculations for these terms [41, 42] . However, the same is not true for the spin-independent terms where polarization effects are important.
The spin-dependent matrix elements for the 2 PJ states are of particular interest because comparisons with high-precision measurements of the fine-structure splittings may eventually lead to an atomic-physics value for the fine-structure constant. This was the motivation for a long sequence of calculations beginning with Schwartz [43] , continuing with the operators for the higher-order spin-dependent terms derived by Douglas and Kroll [44] , and culminating with the second-order terms evaluated by Lewis and Serafino [31] . However, the accuracy of neither theory nor experiment was sulcient to compete with a obtained from the quantum Hall effect or the electron magnetic moment [45] . The convergence study presented in Table XVIII shows that the lowest-order matrix elements are now known to an accuracy of about 3 parts in 10 for the sum of the three terms. This improves by 3 orders of magnitude the previous results of Schwartz [43] , who evidently overestimated the accuracy of his calculation (see the table). In the present work, the entire amount of the extrapolation is taken as a conservative estimate of the uncertainty.
Further work is in progress to achieve a similar improvement in the higher-order corrections. Lewis and Serafino [31] have considered all contributions to the fine-structure splittings up to order a a.u. To this order, self-energy and vacuum-polarization effects are spin independent, and so do not contribute. However, self- -0. 03 (9) -0.02 (7) -0.01(4) -0.01(3) -0.00(2) -0.00(2) -0.00(1) -0.002(3) -0.002(3) -0.001(2) -0.001(1) -0.001(1} -0. 0005 (8) -0.000 2(3) -0.000 2(2) -0.000 l(2) -0.000 2(2) -0.000 1(1) -0.000 02(3) -0.000 02(3) -0.000 03(2) -0.000 01(2) -0.000 004(6) -0.000 002(5) -0.000 003 (5) 'Ul =h, (nL )+68,(a",). U, =bB, (P, l [see Eqs. (62)-(65)]. energy terms of order a Z ln(Za) in the one-electron Lamb shift [46 -48] become spin dependent for P states.
The spin dependence follows from the fact that the sma11 component of the p»2 state is s-like, and so does not vanish at the origin, while the small component of p3/2 is dlike which does vanish at the origin. The spin dependence carries over to the two-electron case where, in an unscreened hydrogenic approximation, it contributes at the +0.5-MHz level of accuracy [5] . This is undoubtedly an overestimate, but a proper two-electron treatment will be required for a high-precision comparison with experimental fine-structure splittings in helium.
C. Total energies
The main purpose of this work is to present a tabulation of energy levels for all states of helium up to n =10 which systematically includes all contributions of orders a, a, a plM, (plM), and a plM. Because (1) 2.146 28 (7) 1.521 15(5) The meaning of each of the terms is defined below, and, as an aid in identifying the physical effects included, each term is expressed in terms of its corresponding asymptotic expansion. All terms are expressed relative to He+{ls ) {where applicable), so that each is a contribution to the negative ionization energy. ENR is the nonrelativistic energy without mass polarization, expressed in the form coefficientsof -, '{x }"L and -, '(x ' }"I are [26] &(0( Z(0( 9z(((73{Z 1)+ (4307 ] (2) 0.091(2) 0.063(1) 0.044 9(9) 0.032 7 (7) 0.024 5(5) 0.024 3(3) 0.017 8(2) 0.013 2(2) 0.010 0(1) 0.007 83 (7) 0.005 98 (6) 0.004 60(5) -4 (6) 0.1(2) 0.0(1) 0.02 (7) 0.01(5) 0.01(3) 0.00(2) 0.00 (2) 0.01(1) 0.006(9) 0.004(6) 0.003(4) 0.002(3) 0.001 (2) 0.002(2} 0.001(1) 0.000 8(9) 0.000 6(7) 0.000 4(5) 0.000 3(3) 0.000 2(2) 0.000 2(2) 0.000 1(1) 0.000 08 (7) 0.000 06 (6) 0.000 05(5) [5] ). 4Z~3 2Z 4 (132) (b ERR )x is the relativistic-recoil cross term between relativistic operators and the mass-polarization operator given correct. This has no effect on hn =0 transitions, and is otherwise negligible at current levels of accuracy The. sum (bE"R)~+(EE"R)x is asymptotically small and nearly independent of L for a given n, as expected from Eqs. (52) For He, where R is the rms nuclear radius. R =1.673+0. 001 fm [49] . 0.001 886 367 6(1) 0.001 263 694 3 (5) 0.000 887 520 90 (6) 0.000 646 998 1(2} 0.000 821 466 788 10 0.000 576 938 038 50 0.000 420 585 7 (1) where the P"L are hydrogen-atom Bethe logarithms [50] , the term yCM denotes finite-mass corrections [5, 46 -48] , and GAEL(ls) is the He+(ls) Lamb shift which is subtracted. For L 3, the asymptotic expansion represented by 6rst group of terms in parentheses should be replaced by the correct matrix element (5(r, )+5(r2) }. For lowlying states, the corrections of relative O(a Z ) are also important, and are included in the calculations in a oneelectron approximation as described in Ref. [5] . Equation (136) does not apply to S states. In this case, a I/Z expansion is used instead for the Bethe logarithm [5, 23, 51, 52] . Very accurate values for the 1 'S and 2'S states have recently been calculated by Baker et al. [53] .
Finally, EEL 2 denotes the Araki-Sucher electronelectron QED energy shift given by Eq. (118). The asymptotic expansion follows simply by inserting Eq.
(119)for Q, and neglecting the {5(rt2)}terms.
The result of adding all the above contributions is summarized in Table XX for the states up to n =10 and L =7. A detailed listing of the individual terms in Eq.
(125) is given in Ref. [5] . The 2 'S and 2 S states are renormalized to the high-precision measurements of the 2 'So-n D2 [54] and 2 S&-n D, [55] transition frequencies. The comparison with theory allows a precise determination of the S-state energies because the theoretical uncertainties are relatively much smaller for the D states 3.640 28 (1) 2.225 5(2) 1.460 (1) 1.008 35(6) 0.725 4(2) 1.741 123 (2) (5) 'N is the number of terms in the doubled basis sets corresponding to 0=4,5, . . . , 13 in Table 2 of Ref.
[5]. bReference [31] .
'Reference [43] . [5] . Note that the relatively large uncertainty from AE"should not be included in the spin-averaged energy because it cancels on taking the average. The other uncertainties are common to all four components and so should only be included once in the spin average. It is useful to remember that, with the exception of AE", the singlet value for each quantity equals the spin-averaged value in the asymptotic limit.
Except for the higher-lying S states, Table XXII 
State Variational
Asymptotic Difference tant implications for the quantum-defect method widely used in the analysis of experimental data and extrapolations to the series limit [56] . In the quantum-defect method, the term energies for a Rydberg series of states is written in the form T"= -RM(Z -1) In' 0.000 1(3) O. G00 1 (2) 0.000 1(2) 0.000 1 (2) 0.000 02 (6) 0.000 01 (5) 0.000 01 (4) where n * =n 5-(n *), and the quantum defect 5(n *)is a slowly-varying function of n ' often expressed in the Ritz form 5=50+52/(n 5-) +54/(n -5) + (140) 5T = -R (Z -1) y (1+ 'a Z )In-* (141) (see Drake and Swainson [57] for a recent discussion).
The significant point is that the above functional form is valid for the fixed experimental value of R~only if the leading term -RM(Z -1) /n fully accounts for the 1/n dependence of the T". This will only be true if the higher-order terms in 1/n are subtracted from T"; i.e. ,
T"should be replaced by T"5T"where, from Eqs. (14) and (93),
The contributions are 2 orders of magnitude too small and of the wrong sign to account for the differences. Although a fully screened nuclear charge is used in the above, the corresponding terms of order a (Z -1) given by Eq. (63) are an excellent approximation to the correct hE").
It is perhaps worth while to enquire what additional energy terms of the form (x J)"r might be arbitrarily added to account for the discrepancies. Values of j &3 do not produce corrections which decrease fast enough with L, and values of j &3 produce intolerably large corrections for the low-lying states. For example, a term of the form 2. 1a (x )"L a.u. would account for the discrepancies (except for the D Fand K I. tr-ansitions)-, but it also shifts the 2P and 3P states by 256 and 84 MHz, respectively. Although the polarization picture is of low accuracy for P states, at least the order of magnitude should be correct to within a factor of 2. For the case j = 3, a term of the form a (x ) "L /(2n ) is a possible candidate, but even this would produce shifts of 17 and 5 MHz, respectively, for the above P states. Such shifts would clearly disrupt the existing agreement between theory and experiment for the P states at the +2 MHz level, and it seems unlikely that higher-order QED terms would be large enough to compensate. For example, Eq. (142)
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here complete the tabulation of nonrelativistic energies, and lowest-order relativistic and QED corrections for all states of helium up to n =10, with the exception of the higher-lying S states. The precision that has been achieved makes the helium spectrum up to n =10 as well understood as hydrogen for all practical purposes, at least in the nonrelativistic limit. As a consequence, helium now becomes a candidate for fundamental studies of higher-order QED effects in the same sense as hydrogen is, since the lowest-order terms can now be reliably subtracted from experimental data. The results for the 2 P states are of special significance because of the possibility of determining a from the fine-For He, the correction factor is 1+1.879 27 X 10 which is certainly significant at current levels of experimental precision of one or two parts in 10' [54, 58, 59] .
Without this adjustment, a quantum-defect fit may still appear to be adequate, but the higher-order terms in Eq.
(140) will be abnormally large and loose their physical significance.
The physica1 significance of the 1+y correction is that the nucleus and inner electron can be thought of as a single composite particle with mass M+ m. This increases the effective reduced mass for the Rydberg electron, and hence produces deeper binding. Note that for the variational calculations presented here, the coefficient -, ' in Eq. (142) should be replaced by -, ' as explained in connection with Eq. (116). Quantum-defect analyses of the total energies will be presented in a future publication [59] . structure splittings. Further work is in progress to determine the higher-order corrections to a similarly improved accuracy.
The comparison with the extended asymptotic expansions for the nonrelativistic and relativistic energies summarized in Table XXI clearly establishes the equivalence of the SAT and LRI pictures defined by Hessels et al. [I] in the limit of high L, provided that the 6 V, ", , and EEL, terms are treated consistently in both pictures. For lower L, the differences are due entirely to the lack of convergence of the asymptotic expansions, rather than to a difference in physical content. The comparison also resolves questions raised [34] concerning the adequacy of the Breit operators used in SAT relative to those of LRI.
With the addition of b, V, ", , to SAT, both are equally justified (or unjustified) in the high-L limit.
The other significant conclusion from Table XXI is that variational calculations need not be extended beyond L =7 because the asymptotic expansions provide more than sufficient precision for current levels of experimental accuracy. The detailed asymptotic results for L and M states are those listed in Table XXII. Finally, the interpretation of the experimental results for transition frequencies among the n =10 in Table   XXIII remains puzzling. The present result for the 10L state gives a predicted K-L transition frequency which appears to fall outside the pattern of deviations shown by the previous ones. In addition, it is difficult to arbitrarily add a new (x J) term to account for the discrepancies without disrupting the existing agreement between theory and experiment for the lower-lying states. Even the case j =3 leads to an implausibly large shift for the 2S-2P transitions.
Perhaps future experiments on Rydberg states, especially a remeasurement of the least accurately 'Hessels et al. [1] . known 10D-10F transition, will shed additional light on the subject, and ultimately lead to a confirmation of the Evaluation of the commutator and discarding terms proportional to rXp", r X p", and x X p" that vanish for 1snl states gives &b, , )~-a %'sH, (xXp, ) [32] E. A. Hessels (unpublished) .
